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Longwood College Hosts Rental Fair in Lankford
LOREN HATCHER
Assistant Copy Editor
Thursday February 18
brought approximately ten exhibitors to the Lankford Ballroom for the Housing
Department's first Rental Pair.
Real estate representatives,
power companies, and housing
representatives were on-hand to
answer students' questions about
off-campus housing facilities.
Each apartment owner or
representative had pictures of
their housing facility, a rental/
lease application, and informa-

tion regarding rent, utilities, dimensions, and location.
Kenneth
Brumfield Rental Properties, Poplar Forest
Apartments, Stanley
Park Apartments, and
County Wide Rentals
were four of the bousing
companies represented.
Virginia Power also
had a table to answer any
question about billing
and fees, and for students
to sign up for installation.

Rent* Fmr Photo by Alhmm Severity.

The Stanley Park
Apartments have yet to be
built. They will be constructed across the street
from the downtown train
station starting at the beginning of this week.
The apartments will be
designed as duplexes and
should be completed by
August. There will be
ample parking, so that
each resident of the duplex will have a parking
space.

Ed Bell, Director of Housing was another resource at the
Pair. His table was equipped with
Senior Privilege, Junior Option,
as well as various other housingrelated forms.
He noted that only a small
number of Junior Option forms
had been received. He also stated
that in order to apply for the Junior Option, one must be a rising
junior, having between 56 and 89
credit hours.
Rachel Han will from Susan

See RENTAL p. 6

Parking Problems Arise in Wynne Disability Services at
MELISSA GILL
ALLISON BEVERLEY
knowledge and then find out the
and
Staff Photographer
Editor-in-Chief
next day why they got the
Many Longwood sophoAfter February 1, sopho- ticket."
The e-mail also stated that if
mores parking in Wynne were mores began being ticketed beticketed last week, causing much cause Wynne is a junior/senior students arrived too late on camsurprise and anger among stu- lot. Shortly after the ticketing, an pus and the lots were locked,
dents. Every sophomore car in e-mail was sent out to students they could park in Wynne, but
the Wynne parking lot had a stating that Wynne was closed to must call campus police (at
ticket on it
sophomores. The fact that the e- x2660) and leave a message (including name and liAt the Fall
cense tag number)
Open Forum there
saying that they were
was concern about
parked there. The
parking due to the
rules stipualate that
overselling of dethe car must be
cals. Because of
moved to the approthis, the Wynne Lot
priate parking lot the
was opened to all
next morning. The
students as an overlots are not as full
flow lot to solve
now, and Campus
the problem. EvenPolice estimated thai
tually, the overflow
there were around 70
stopped and parkspaces open in the lot
ing was not a probSophomorr Tidietmg m the Wyrme Lot. Photo ByAUmm Severity
behind Little Caelem, closing the
Wynne lot to sophomores start- mail was seat after the ticketing tars.
If a student doesn't feel
ing Spring Semester, but no no- upset many students. Sophomore
tice was sent out because it was Jen Ballard commented, "It comfortable walking alone, an
assumed that the students would makes me very angry to know escort is encouraged (x2091). If
park in the open sophomore that students can get ticketed you have any questions, do not
without reason, to his or her hesitate to call Campus Police.
spaces instead of at Wynne.

Longwood College
WENDY K1RKPATRICK
Staff Writer
Each year a number of students with disabilities enter as
part of Longwood's freshman
class. These students may use
the services at the Learning Center to participate in campus activities and classes.
The Learning Center is capable of assisting with a multitude of disabilities, from mild
dyslexia and ADD to hearing impairments and cerebral palsy.
Under the Americans with
Disabilities Act and other such
laws, Longwood is required to
provide equal access to students
with disabilities. The Learning
Center offers many accommodations for students, including software that reads documents aloud
with enlarged print and voiceactivated software.
Other adaptations are more
low-tech, such as books on tape
and extended testing time. Spe-

cial software is available on a
workstation in all campus computer labs.
Additional services can be
obtained in the Learning Center,
and most faculty are very receptive to accommodating students
who have special needs.
Students needing accommodations can set up a plan with
Scott Lissner, Director of Academic and Disability Support
Services, in the Learning Center.
Accommodations are tailored to each student to meet
their learning needs without
changing the fundamental goals
of the class or the College. Most
students identify themselves as
having a disability before they
enroll, although there are i number who wait until classes are
underway and they find themselves in academic trouble.
The extent of disabilities
ranges greatly. Some conditions

See SERVICES p. 6
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EDITORIAL
Brr! I hope the frost
is good. Thanks!
bite hasn't gotten to
My partner in crime is still
everyone yet! It is recovering from the sick that
absolutely freezing outside! I am caught her last week. I'm sure
beginning to wonder whether or she has enough make-up work
not the word snow even exists to keep an army busy, so I must
in Farmville's vocabulary. I went warn the reader about the posto Lynchburg and it was snow- sible randomness of this editoing away. I come back here and rial.
there isn't a cloud in the sky. Oh,
There hasn't been much to
well.
write about until this week. Well,
I hope all is well with all of except parking (I couldn't resist).
you Rotunda readers. But if all
I was one of the fortunate
else fails, just remember that souls to get a ticket in the Wynne
Spring Break is NEXT WEEK! parking lot. I wasn't sure why I
This week, we have a 16 got it because I had parked there
page paper for everyone. We all year. The next day I was
have had so much response greeted with an e-mail telling me
lately that we couldn't possibly (and the many others ticketed)
have put it all in 12 pages. This that no sophomores were supmakes us very happy. Response posed to park in Wynne anymore

because the parking overflow them on a Saturday night bewas gone. Okay, am I the only cause when I parked my car there
one that sees a problem with on Tuesday night, I counted 23
this?
spaces. I know their point was
We got an e-mail after the to tell us that there were spaces
ticket telling us not to park there. open (and I agree to that), but
We were told that Wynne was there is a big difference between
only open to sophomores Fall 70 and 23.
semester. Okay, that is fine, but
On a happier note, I talked to
an e-mail telling us that might Chief Huskey at the Forum about
have made a little more sense. this and he was very nice to me
This is why Longwood College about it. He listened to what I had
always makes me mad. Things to say, and instead of making
here make no sense sometimes. excuses or giving me a runBut back to parking. We were around (which is common here)
told to park in the other lots. he heard me out and told me I
Okay fine, I knew that all year. was more than welcome to come
Then we were told that there talk to him about it. This one act
were over 70 spaces in the lot tamed some of my irritation.
behind Little Caesars.
Okay, next issue, the arctic
They must have counted tundra we call Farmville. What
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is up with this weather!? I was
getting used to that lovely 70
degree stuff when all of the sudden, WHAM, Jack Frost enters
with a vengeance. He must have
heard my complaints about all of
the stores that put bathing suits
out for sale in late January. Is it
really necessary to own new
shorts and tank tops in the middle
of winter? I think not.
Well, before I fill all sixteen
pages with my thoughts, I will
close. Hang in there for the one
more week that we have. Next
week we will publish 77w Rotunda on Wednesday so you can
get the Spring Break Edition before you leave. Take care and
keep reading The Rotunda'.
Melissa Gill, Editor-in-Chief

Your Letters
Greek Article Appreciated
Dear Editor,
I wanted to write and tell you
how impressed I am with your
printing of Megan Black's article
on Greek Conformity. It has
come to my attention that over
the past few years here at Longwood, anti-Greek sentiment has
become greater and greater.
She hit the nail on the head
with her comments about how
we join not to become one homogenous group of clones,
but rather to celebrate our differences while experiencing an almost marriage between the individual and the Chapter.
What must be realized is that
this marriage is not only with the
members of each separate chapter at each separate school, but
rather, a bond that allows me to
go to any school where we have
a Chapter and know that I will

have a group of people to support me.
I want these Greek dissenters to understand that the choice
to become greek is a tough one.
We must weigh the financial obligations, time constraints, and
the people in the chapter to find
the suitable balance.
I joined, as Megan said, for
the common beliefs that my
brothers and I share about brotherhood and friendship. I will be
bound to these people for life
because of the time that we spent
together and the many years that
we spent in college cultivating
our friendship.
Thank you for you time and
good luck with the paper the rest
of the semester.
Jake Milne
Senior
Sociology

Proofreading

Editors Note: We do have
Editors in charge of proof-reading (as listed OH page 2 of every
issue). Help is always appreciated We have meetings every
Monday night at 9p.m. for ANYONE that is interested. No one
is required to do anything, it is
all volunteer stuff. Any proofreading volunteers can come by
the office Mondays through
Wednesdays or call the office at
X2I20. Thanks!

Dear Editor.
I'm not sure if you already have
someone to do this, but, if you
do not, I would like to volunteer
to proofread for typoa, etc. Even
if you already have someone, it
never hum to look over something twice.
Anonymous

OPINION

February 25, 1999

CAUTION
If ywVe not ralirfrc not paying aHmfimf'
"The Activist" is your outlet for battling social injustice and things that suck. This is your
chance to do something about societal evils, instead of just whining about them. So speak
up and act up. Because if you 're not mad, you 're not paying attention. E-mail activist ideas
to ckahn@longwoodhvc.edu.

The Seventh Ward: How I Have
Come to Love the High-Rises in Spite of
the Mold Monster
CHRIS STANTON
Guest Writer
Ok, maybe we are nuts. After living on the ass end of campus, away from all the lively activities, for more than a year or
so, one learns what pain really
is. No longer do we have a shortcut to the dining facilities. Now
we have to walk around the new
dining hall. Once open though,
we will be close enough.
Right now, the fact remains
we live in one of two high-rises.
This means we get to walk to
class, or in the event that you are
late, run. If you are truly late,
bullet trains have nothing over
you in speed. I know. . . why
complain about a little extra
walk? After our shortcut through
Her Lake (which earned its name
from the effect of Farm ville rain)
was cut off, we were told to hike
up a hill, across a deadly con-

struciion zone (women love
this), and through a maze equal
to the layout of Washington,
D.C. streets.
If you have ever tried the
walk'after dark, thanks to those
in charge, the absolutely perfect
lighting conditions make one
grateful for the right to bare arms
(knives, axes, a sword, maybe a
9mm handgun, etc.). It is nice to
see cop cars every so often, but
one must ask where they are
when a Frat is making enough
noise to wake the dead, a car is
screeching down the road or the
drunken populous is staggering
in from the fire drill.
Back to the high-rises, starting with the elevators. After
walking through a slide-cardhere-and-pray-for-entry door,
providing your card is registered
there, the strip is good, the doorlock- thingy reads it and the door

unlocks, one is greeted by the elevator.
The elevators in Frazer are
semi-efficient. That is, until they
both quit working after a fire drill
and you have to climb the steps
to the 7th floor (twice if you ordered pizza and it gets there S
minutes after you just got back
to your room). Either they both
quit working, as in the previous
case, or one stops, allowing you
time to have tea and read the paper while waiting for the one remaining elevator to move off the
first floor. At this time you are
doing all right, provided you are
in Frazer.
The Curry elevators on the
other hand, scare the hell out of
most people. Fust, they are dingy
and dark. Second, they rattle,
whine, whir, whiz, wobble,
shake, screech, and make awful
noises. Now that the doors have

SpeatOnt
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PROPS:
-To Lancer Cafe for reopening Cafe Nights. And also for
allowing under 21 in on Cafe Nights.
-To President Cormier for the Open Forum. It was really "cozy*
and despite lower numbers, many good topics were covered.
-To the Association of Black Students for putting on a great
lecture with Dr. Quincy Moore for African-American History
Month.

-To The Student Activity Fees Committee for approving a good
budget for The Rotunda.
DROPS:
-To Facilities Management for making that new parking lot
behind Stubbs a gravel parking lot and not paved.
-To the campus because we have so many unnamed buildings.
ARC, The Library, and the new Dining ball all need real names.
-To Campus Police for giving tickets to Sophomores parked at
Wynne. It had been announced several times that Wynne was
undesignated parking. Then Campus Police decided to ticket
those cars...THEN send an e-mail saying you can't park there.
We think those tickets should be dropped.
Send your Props and Drops to mrinkCT@tongwood.lwe.edu.
shut, the elevator ascends, making even more noises, some of
which resemble the screams of
the damned. In those set of elevators one must go through a
ritual to get to some of the floors.
It has been discovered that you
must hold in the button of the
floor you want, put your right
hand on blue, your left foot on
green, dance a jig, pray to whichever God you be 1 ie v in (if atheist, just hope) and then remember it is easier to get out one floor
above and take die stairs.
The Frazer elevators are dirty
after S p.m. and all weekend
long. After taking into consideration your long hike to the other
end of campus across Her Lake,
your shoes are muddy, which
contributes to the elevator's
over-all filth.
The weekend is a different
story. During this time, usually
from Thursday night to Wednesday morning, anything may be
found in the elevator, ANYTHING. I have seen beer cans,
with what is hoped to be beer
(though I never check), food.

and stains from God knows
what. Personally learning the
lesson the hard way, it is necessary to look before stepping into
the elevator. Also, it is wise not
to lean on the walls. People are
known to project masses of who
knows what onto the walls,
which becomes disturbing to the
senses.
You make it to your floor, if
all goes well. The people are
cool, the mood is lax, and life is
good. Well, as long as your door
trim isn't being painted to cover
some symbol that probably
brought a demon into the area or
to cover the names and numbers
of those less moral people on
campus. The smell of the oilbased paint overriding your
senses after stepping off a pukeridden elevator is memorable.
The air-conditioners in the
rooms have a tendency to be water collectors, waiting for that
perfect moment when you are
gone to dump buckets of
See MOLD Pg. 4

£^ttentioo
"Speed Racer,
because I can move
pretty fast when I
want toll"
Bryson Minnix
Junior
English

'Tommy from
Rugrais, because
I'm always getting
into trouble."
Sara Miles

Sophomore
Liberal Studies

"Speedy Gonzales,
because I talk fast
and have so much
energy"

"Cathy, because I
always get suckered
into shoe sales at the
mall."

Kim Warner
Freshman
Theraputic Rec.

Jenni Blake
Senior
Marketing

l^fatef) far information
nbout the Commencement

^fciir <VI>rcb 1-4
Sponsored try Umgwood Alumni Office
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NEWS & VIEWS
MOLD
Continued p. 3

ing in your bed with you, on the
floor.
ice water onto the floor, letting
And forget studying. The book
the mold grow while you are pages burst into flames in front
away. So instead of running the of you. This may tell you someair. you decide, "I'll run the fan. thing about where you are curNo biggie." See where this is go- rently residing. After drowning in
ing?
pools of sweat, a shower would
Power surges are a constant feel nice. This is good in terms
danger to the cleanliness of the of an idea, as long as your friend
room. One minute you are won- up in Alaska never flushes the
dering why the fan is straining to toilet, gels a drink from the founrun, the next you are being tain or waters his or her garden.
Speaking of mold from wasucked in by a nuclear powered
intake system that is dismember- tery pools of sludge; the monster
ing your arm. The chunky bits formed from the mold you
left over are being distributed haven't cleaned in weeks has
into the room if the fan blows in, started to move towards you. The
or all over the people walking toilet is best left untouched withbelow if the fan blows the hot air out proper protection. A level 5
out. along with all the dust that Biohazard suit, found at your
gathered during the winter break. local Center for Disease Control
In winter, one does not need to branch, would be good. The
worfy about the intake system cleansers, mixed with the monbecause the heat is projected into ster, might just form an unconthe rooms to keep one warm dur- trollable creature, like those seen
ing the night. Otherwise, there' in most films involving Japan or
are three settings on the heating New York, and God help those
system: Hot, Hell's Inferno, and people with monsters that have
Park Your Ass Next to Satan. If adapted to bleach. So, after
you try to use a blanket, you will brushing off layers of now burnt
wake up the next morning with skin,' you get dressed, and
all your clothes, blankets, sheets realize...IT IS STARTING ALL
and any persons that might be liv- OVER AGAIN.

Headlines of the Week
ERIN CARROLL
Staff Writer
1. Clinton, Pope among Nobel Nominees
2. Iraq Threatens to Attack U.S. Bases
3. Watergate Figure Ehrlichman Dead at 73
4. First Trial Opens in Dragging Death
5. Clinton Enters Post-Impeachment Renewal Phase
6. ABC Wants Lewinsky on by March 3
7. Higher Pay is Urged for New Teachers
8. OJ.'s Heisman Sold for $255,500
9. DM V Asks People to Donate Organs
10. Dave Matthews Honored in Virginia

ni

The Government officials
don't realize that if it weren't
for teachers, they wouldn't be
where they are today."
Amy Hundley, Junior, English

Travel Safety For Students Going Abroad
PRESS RELEASE

areas, and for drunk driving.
As the time approaches for Some young Americans go
Spring or Summer Breaks, many abroad assuming local authoricollege students are getting ties will overlook such conduct.
ready for that much anticipated Many believe they are immune
trip abroad. Most will have a from prosecution in foreign
safe and enjoyable adventure, lands because they are American
but for some, that trip will be- citizens. The truth is, Americans
come a nightmare. Most ruined vacations arc caused by
DON'T LET YOUR TRIP
one or more of the following:
ABROAD BECOME A
drugs, alcohol, and disorderly
NIGHTMARE
behavior.
Become familiar with a country's
Each year, more than
laws and customs before you go
2,500 American citizens are
travel there.
arrested abroad-about half on
drug related charges, including possession of very small
amounts of these substances. A are expected to obey all laws,
drug that may be legal in one and those who break foreign
country may not be legal in a laws sometimes face severe penneighboring nation. Some young alties.
people are victimized, because
Disorderly and reckless bethey are unaware of the laws, havior should also be avoided. In
customs, or standards of the many countries, conduct that
country they are visiting.
would not result in arrest in the
Besides drugs, alcohol can U.S. will violate local law. It is
get U.S. citizens in trouble crucial that young Americans are
abroad. Many have been arrested aware of this risk as they enjoy
for being intoxicated in public their time abroad.

Being arrested is not the only
thing that can happen on a foreign vacation. Young Americans
have been killed in automobile
accidents, drownings, and falls
because of heavy drinking and
drug use. Sadly, others have been
raped or robbed because they
have found themselves in unfamiliar locales and incapable
of exercising prudent judgement.
Remember: reckless behavior while in another country can do more than ruin your
vacation; it can land you in a
foreign prison or worse! To
have a safe trip, avoid risky
behavior and become familiar
with the basic laws and customs
of the country you plan to visit
before you travel.
To obtain more information
about traveling abroad, check the
Department of State Internet
website for the latest information. You can also visit the Bureau of Counselor Affairs Office
of Public Affairs website at
http://www.travel.state.gov.

Frustrated?
"SEND HELP" Your parents don't understand? Your roommates don't care? You just
need a new perspective? Let "Dr. Bitter" SEND HELP! E-mail all questions and
concerns to rotunda@Iongwood.lwc.edu or write in to Box 2901. All entries are
confidential and real names are never used.
Dear Dr. Bitter,
Last semester I slept with this
guy a couple of times and once
we didn't use protection. Over
Christmas break he called to tell
me be tested positive for HPV!!
I totally lost it on the phone. I was
so upset I couldn't even ask him
what that was.
I called the hospital to ask
some questions and got absolutely no help. I don't have a
regular gynecologist and I can't
tell my mom. I don't even know
how long I have to wait to test
positive if I was infected. I am
very concerned, what can I do?
"Unprotected"
Dear Unprotected,
You are right to be concerned

about this. Even if it was only one
time without a condom unfortunately that is all it takes. The
SexuallyTransmitted Disease
Human Papillomavirus (HPV)
can cause cervical cancer in
women and genital warts. I
would recommend seeing a doctor immediately. You can go to
the Student Health Center or the
local health clinic. Both are relatively inexpensive and confidential.
Having a pap smear can
identify early signs of cell abnormalities and precancerous conditions caused by HPV. You also
need to be extremely observant
about your body's changes. The
genital warts caused by HPV are
generally painless and easily

overlooked. Look for any bumps
or slight raises in the skin around
your vagina. The bumps could be
white, yellow or flesh colored.
If you notice any bumps like this
go immediately to the doctor.
Doing a biopsy on the bump
while it is there will be the only
way to test for the virus.
In the meantime, behave responsibly! Using condoms consistently will reduce your risk of
contracting STDs and will protect your partner if you are positive for HPV.
For more information on
HPV/STDs call the CDC National STD Hotline 9 800-2278922.

See BITTER p. 12

New in '99

Stanley Park Apartments
Great Rental Homes—Reasonable Rates
♦Available August 1999: New 2-story duplexes designed specifically for Longwood
Students-just a short walk or bike ride from campus.
*Each unit will contain 4 bedrooms upstairs with walk-in closets, providing privacy
for each occupant. Each bedroom will be adjacent to a semi-private bath.
*The downstairs area will feature a large living room and a large dining/kitchen area
with modern appliances. Technology friendly with extra phone jacks for computer
modems.

Call 392-6566 or 392-6197
for more information

-——
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NEWS & VIEWS
The Challenge Job Fair More Students Move Off-Campus
ROBYN FULLER
StaffWriter
The annual Challenge Job
Fair was held Wednesday, February 17th at the Roanoke Airport Marriot. It consisted of over
100 potential employers who
conducted interviews and accepted resumes from an estimated 400 students from all ovaVirginia.
Challenge was sponsored by
nine participating schools:
Hampden-Sydney College,
Lynchburg College, Roanoke
College, Mary Baldwin College,
Sweet Briar College, Virginia
Military Institute, Randolph
Macon Women's , College,
Hollins College, and Longwood
College. According to Niki
Fallis, Longwood had the best
turnout with approximately 100
in attendance.
Students who registered prior

to the deadline were able to be
pre-selected by the employers of
their choice for interviews the
day of the job fair. Other students
were able to participate in an information sharing session with
the numerous employers, ask
questions, and schedule interviews. Most of Long wood's students had at least two interviews;
some had as many as five.
Workshops were also held
between interview sessions on
topics such as how to find a great
job and how to exhibit excellent
interviewing skills.
Challenge Job Fair is held
specifically for seniors preparing
to enter the job market or juniors looking for internship opportunities. It was also an excellent
opportunity for students to get
real-world interview experiences
and hopefully get a jump start on
their respective careers.

SERVICES
Continued p. 1

RENTAL
Continued p. 1

such as mild ADD or dyslexia
may require only a note taker,
books on tape, or extended time
on assignments and tests. More
severe impairments like blindness and multiple sclerosis require alternative learning materials and teaching methods such
as special software and instructional equipment or an interpreter.
Lissner estimates that there
is a higher proportion of students with disabilities at Long
wood than at other public colleges in Virginia.
About 8% of incoming freshmen in recent years are identified by the Learning Center as
having a disability. All disability related information is kept
confidential by the Learning
Center. Students are responsible
for identifying themselves to
their professors as having a disability. Students who think that
they may have a disability and
need accommodations should
contact Scott Lissner in the
Learning Center.
In addition, the Learning
Center offers free tutoring and a
writing lab to aid any students
who wish to improve their skills.

Monahan's office provided students with a Roommate Matching Service. This consisted of a
form asking questions dealing
with sleep pretences, study habits, daily scbdule, etc.
Students could also register
for drawings and door prizes.
"After attending the Rental
Fair, I've decided to defintely
move off-campus," said junior
McRac Rogers.

mm

ALLYSONBIAKE
News Editor
According to a recent article
in The Farmville Herald, approximately 630 undergraduate
students will be living off campus by fall of 2002. This is in
addition to the fact that Longwood is still looking to have
5,000 students enrolled by the
year 2007.
At present, 160 students live
off campus. To accommodate
the additional 470 students that
will live off campus, there is a
96-unit duplex planned off Grace
Street as well as using the Poplar Forest Apartments which
were constructed close to Prince

bo you Love,

few concerns.
"We're going to work with
them the best we can but I think
we need to address a couple of
these big issues before it gets into
a more critical problem," he
:lid, as quoted in The Farmville
Herald.
Dr. Cormier responded by
saying that Longwood was very
willing to work with the community.
"We will work very closely
with the town...We're not one of
those isolated colleges that sit
out apart from our community,"
she said, as quoted in The
Farmville Herald.

AUD WOQ.SWIP

Show your love for the great sport by
entering to design this year's official
Oozeball T-Shirt!
Applications available starting Monday,
February 15th at all Front Desks and the
Ambassador Office. Applications due
March 15th.
Ornaaon-Ir* Consul

Controversy of the
Week
Rumor has it that over SO
people (primarily sophomores) were ticketed last
week for parking in Wynne.
The next day, an e-mail was
sent out telling them they
coudn't park there. Does anyone else see the backwardness
of this situation?
Photo fcy Allmm Btverlei/

Edward High School off Route
628.
According to Richard
Hurley, Longwood's Vice-President for Administration and Finance, as quoted in The
Farmville Herald," The need for
this apartment complex is becoming more apparent with each
passing day. There is no question in our minds that the community is going to need to absorb 120 additional students (offcampus) next fall. There is a
push. We do have a need."
Farmville town manager
Gerald Spates says that the community is willing to work with
Longwood, but that they have a

Say., did Ido\
arrrtrTiNG si^pw
Last nisHT?/
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NEWS & VIEWS

Employment
Opportunities
JENBALLARD
Business/Ad Manager

•

Residence Halls*
Desk Aides
Federal Work-Study
Contact REC or Housing
X2080

Library*
Security Asst/ Shelf Reader
Federal Work-Study
Contact Frances He'llmuth
X2507
ARAMARK Food Services*
Federal/College WorkStudy
Contact Margaret Dawson
Lancer Cafe, x2121 or
Wanda Bishop
Blackwell Dining Hall,
x2072
Disability Services/
Learning Center
Research and Tutoring
College Work-Study
Contact Scott Lissner, x2392
Central Stores/Purchasing
Delivery Person-Clerk
Federal/College WorkStudy
'must have valid driver's
license
Contact Jay Sheeler, x2313
Athletics
Evening Gym Supervisor
Federal Work-Study
Contact Dan Prescott, x2041
Office of Commuter
Student Affairs and
Programs Clerical (various
duties; computer skills
required) Federal WorkStudy
Contact Susan Monahan,

am

Continuing Education and
Economic Development
Clerical Support
Federal Work-Study
Contact Patricia Davis,
x»70

need for help!

Natural Sciences
Department
Office/Lab Assistant
Federal Work-Study
Contact Betty Woodie,
X2S71
Longwood/ Partners Read
Program
Reading Tutors for
Elementary Schools
Training Provided;
Education Majors Preferred
Federal Work-Study
Contact Nadine Garrett,
x2211 or
Dr. Horace Rice, x2698
Important Work
Experience Info
-You must have a 2.0 GPA to
work on campus.
-You must be enrolled in at
least half-time. (6 credits)
-Students are paid (5.15/hr.
-Avg. #of hours a week 8-12
(15 maximum)
-Students are paid once a
month around the 20th.
-Paychecks can be found in
Cashiering (3rd Floor
Lancaster)
There are two types of work
study, College and Federal.
College WS-all students
may apply format is not
based on financial need.
Federal WS-bawd on
financial need, part of
financial aid packet
For more information or
assistance contact Nadine
Garrett x2211 or in the
Career Center

Muslim Students Assoc
Learn About Jesus in the
religion of Islam.
Monday, March 1st
7:00pm AB rooms
Questions call x3645or
X3795
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TM W®®$(Bffl
Corner of 2nd and Main Streets
Historical Downtown Farmville
392-6305
Hallmark Cards
Dept 56-SnowBabies-Dickens Village
SnowBunnies-North Pole
Colonial Wlliiamsburg Houses
Homemade Fudge
Longwood Flags and others
Yankee Candle
Cats Meow
Cherrished readies
Soya's Bears
Lang Graphics
Harbor Lights-Coming Soon

Student
Vorkersl
Don't foiget
to fill out
and sign
time cauls.
Do you want a classified?
1x2 inches $3
Mail it to us at Box 2901
Deadlines are Mondays
95

sTuoarr EMPIOYMEOT
qyates to q^ememBer
,

April 4-10 National Student
Employment Week
Apr* 6

Student Employee
Appreciation Dinner

Kmtmwt
Re»e*»er V©« *«*♦ oMv or re«pp<y to work on
c»*t>us! Start watcMn* for •bp(«c«tion *n4 7op
•Ptnlnss In Hare* «n</ AprW Rtf*eHher *hc thins*
Us*e4 tetow(er*eci«My If yoo want a iop put •Jon'*

know where or wnat:

How to Find a Job on Campus...
1. Go to the Career Center (First Floor Lancaster)
2. Review the Job Vacancy Notebook
3. Complete an Interview/Skills Assessment form and verify
eligibility for work-study
4. Contact prospective employers and schedule interviews
9. Be sure to have documents reauired for the hiring process
You caw — odtJrtkmd Job fatfctg-. «t rmp://w+.*t.m±/aiimt**1rrtim/
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CAMPUS and COM!
Thursday Friday Saturday Sm
26th
27th
25th
2i
/

ACNC Meeting
in the Prince Edward
Room
@ 12:30-1:30 p.m.

Theatre:
William Shakespeare's
Measure for Measure
in Jarman
8:00 p.m.

Men's Tennis
vs.
Barton
@ 1:30 p.m.

Women's Tennis
vs.
Averett
ll:00a.m.
Softball

vs.
Bloomsburg
1:00 p.m.

&

Bio
@]
Tl
William
Measun
in
@:

Women's Tennis
vs.
Barton
@ 1:30 p.m.
Theatre: ATU
William Shakespeare's
Measure for Measure
in Jarman
8:00 p.m.

Alpha Phi Alpha
Presents
Black & Gold Quiz Bow
in the
Commonwealth Ballroom
7:00 p.m.

Carpenter Center
Gospel Play
Love the One You With
Prices $23.50-$19.50
@ 8:00 p.m.

Solid Gold Fish Bowl
Playing in Lynchburg
in Percival's

Carpenter Center
Gospel Play
Love the One You With
Prices $25.00 - $25.50
@ 3:00 & 8:00 p.m.

Carpei
Broa<
Jolson @2
$4
@1
$40.5

LP Comedy Club
Featuring Mitch Fatel
in the
Commonwealth Ballroom
8:00 p.m.
Theatre:
William Shakespeare's
Measure for Measure
in Jarman
8:00 p.m.

&

R(
@3

Senior P
Ange
in
@4

■

.

'■'■"
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MUNITY CALEND a
nday Monday Tuesday Wednesday
Sth
1st
2nd'
3rd
jftbaH

vs.
omsburg
:00 p.m.
leatre:
Shakespeare's
'for Measure
Jarman
1:00 p,m.
iter Center
lway Play
The Musical
;:00 p.m.
6 - $36
or
:30 p.m.
0-$31.50
)ftball
vs.
)anoke
:00 p.m.
iano Recital:
la Powell
Wygal
:00 p.m.

Muslim Students
Association
Meeting
in AB Rooms in Lankford
@ 7:00 p.m.

Softball
vs.
Mary Washington
College
@ 2:30 p.m.

Purim:
Rotunda Editorial Staff
a Jewish festival
Meeting
celebrated on the 14th
in Rotunda Office
day of the month of Adar
@ 9:00 p.m.
in commemoration of the
deliverance of the Jews
in Persia from
destruction by Hainan

Baseball
vs.
St. Paul
@ 1:00 p.m.

Women's Lacrosse
vs.
Gannon (PA)
in Duke (NC)
@ 5:00 p.m.

Remember:
811 Ijome
sporting ebentdj
are free!
r«QM »IKTHI>A¥S, TO *rwTiNGa, TO OFF
CAMH1* aVaNTs. IF YOU TVM. us, iT COWa.©
Ba !>VtMTat> Malta, IF YOU DON'T Trtt. us,
W* WON'T KNOW ABOUT iT.
Tin IIS AT: ROTUKoeLONGWOOci-WC.roU
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FEATURES
Organization Spotlight: The Rotunda Newspaper
TAB LLOYD

Guest Writer
Her weary, blood-shot eyes
strain at the minuscule blurs of
type as she desperately searches
for that missing comma in
tomorrow's news copy ...
He sporadically twitches
with a razor blade in one hand
and his seventh can of caffeineriddled Mountain Lightning in
the other as he attempts to cut
fine lines of copy with the precision of a surgeon ...
We curse, unplug, replug,
and eventually kick various
pieces of equipment that taunt us
by breaking at the worst possible
moment and always after the
Help Desk and RTA hours are
long over...
It's 4:30 am. We'll be back
at 8 am...
The sun has come up; the

computers have gone down ... dard-size traditional to ubloidWe just put the paper to bed; size liberal. Previous editors
now, it's our turn ...
have been fired (even though
Welcome to Wednesday they're not even paid) for incinight/Thursday morning
at The Rotunda.
Since
1920, dedic a t e d
Longwood
students
have worked
day
and
night (and
night and
day) to produce various
incarnations
The staff hard it work. Photo by Melissa GUI.
of our campus paper. Both visually and dents such as the expose on
philosophically, the newspaper drugs in Prince Edward County
has been everything from stan- schools and for inserting

condoms into every issue of the
paper. There were papers listing
the salaries of the faculty, as well
as page headings with the names
of genitals spelled
backwards. For a
trip down memory lane, visit The
Rotunda office
and stroll through
our morgue of
past issues.
As for the current Rotunda,
we're a staff of
about 20 fiercely
dedicated people
who need a creative outlet to
keep us off the
streets at night.
Each week, we assign stories,
write, edit, shoot and develop
photos, design layouts,.proof-

read, prep pages, deal with printing companies, wrangle with advertisers, manage finances, distribute papers, and attempt to
balance the needs of administrators, faculty, students, and future
journalists. And in between, we
get punchy from sleep depravation and an overabundance of
creative energy mixed with too
much caffeine. That's when the
real fun begins (we have the staff
photos to prove it).
Now you have the montage
view of who we are and what we
do to bring you 77K Rotunda. If
you think you have a budding
journalist in you that's yearning
to be free, come join us Monday
nights at 9 p.m. for our weekly
staff meetings. B.Y.O.M.L.
(Bring your own Mountain
Lightning).

Organization Spotlight: Organization Spotlight: Mortar Board
SATISFACTION Hall
BONNIE PANCOAST
Guest Writer

LOREN HATCHER
Assistant Copy Editor
One of the several special
interest halls on Longwood's
campus is the SATISFACTION
Hall. Located on 2nd floor Cox,
the hall has been in existence
since 1997. The primary purpose
of the hall is to provide upperclassmen with a substance-free
community and service oriented
living environment.
The hall was created in the
Spring of 1997, by former RA
and Longwood graduate, Steven
Jacobsen. Jacobsen created an
anagram by stating. Striving All
Together In Supporting Favorable Activities, Connections,
Talents, and Interests Of Neighbors, thus SATISFACTION.
The hall's main focus are
their hall programs. Anyone can
plan a program. There are programing committee meetings
every oilier week, in which a representative from each suite must
attend. Some ptugiams from last
semester included a Rape Awareness program, working the
Oktoberfest booth, going lo the
Tea Room, and going to see the

Mortar Board is a national
Tom Deluca show.
honor society recognizing seAttending programs are a re- niors who have demonstrated
quirement for living on the hall. leadership, scholarship, and serSATISFACTION Hall resi- vice to the college. It also prodents also work with closely with vides leadership and service opthe Cox Hall Council. This portunities to its members. Naweekend, residents are volun- tionwide, there are more than
teering at the ASPCA. Plans to 200 chapters and
go hiking, ice skating and tak- over 200,000 meming a trip to the ropes course are bers. The week of
also in the works.
February 15-21 is
This hall is a definite asset National Mortar
to the residence hall association, Board week. So,
as well as to Longwood's cam- you're saying to
pus. We've received feedback yourself, "I think
about the hall from other that's the people who
schools, outside of Virginia," do Oktoberfest, but
said hall president Michelle what else do they do?"
Rendon.
Here at Longwood, the Oeist
Rcndon's goal for this semes- Chapter of Mortar Board is reter is to allow incoming fresh- sponsible for our yearly
men to live on the hall.
Oktoberfest celebration. EverySecond-year resident Heath- thing from the T-shirts and paer Davis stated. The hall is such rade to the main stage activities
a positive environment for up- and color wars is organized by
perclassmen to live in. Every one Mortar Board, but Oktoberfest is
is remarkably close and we all not thr only Geist Chapter activget along fairly well."
ity. We sponsor a service project
Interest meetings are being every Spring. For example, the
scheduled for March for those 1998 Mortar Board sponsored a
interested is li viag ca the SAT- book drive for Prince Edward
ISFACTION Hall.
County High School. Be oa the

lookout for the 1999 project! We
will be doing a project which involves the student body. It will
be sometime in March, so look
for flyers and advertisements on
how you can participate.
We also sponsor scholarships
each year. Eligible students include rising sophomores, juniors,
seniors, and graduate students

who display leadership and involvement on the Longwood
campus. Individuals must have
a cumulative OPA of 3.0. Applications are available at all residence halls, the Financial Aid
Office, and the Lankford Student
Union Information Desk. The
applications are due by March 5
to box 2237. If you have any
questions, please call Knstina
Skelton at |4151.
The 1999 Mortar Board is off
to a grant start. Keep an eye out
for Mortar Board service

projects and scholarships!!
Listed below are the members of the 1999 Mortar Board
and the offices they bold. Scholars...chosen for leadership...united to serve.
Carrie Armstrong, Midway;
Bill Fiege, Advisor; Mary
Barron, T-shirts; Susan Monahan. Advisor, Amy Bradley,
Spirit Leaders; Kim
Bradley, V P
Oktoberfest; Ruth
Compo, Main Stage;
Heather Duffy, Parade;
Linda Eanes, Main
Stage;
Heather
Fritchley, Historian /
Web Page; Amber
Giles, Kids Games/
Color Wars; Dave Gingras, VP
Service; Jennifer Graumann,
Special Projects; Nikesha Houston, President; Rhianna Mathias,
Kick-off; Mariellen Mory, Midway; Bonnie Pancoast, Publicity;
LorettaParhara, Secretary;
Jessies Sanchez, Alumni Relations; Tiffany Shehon, Parade/
Membership, Kristina Skelton,
Scholarship; Eddie Webster.
Klowns; Jonathan Wood. Special Projects; Brian ZoUinhofcr,
Trsesurer/T-shirts.
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peep
THOU8HtS
KEVIN ROCK
CtkmUr Editor

1. When two airplanes almost collide why do they call it a
"near miss?" It sounds like a "near hit" to me.
2. Do fish get cramps after eating?
3. Why are there 5 syllables in the word "monosyllabic"?
4. Why do (bey call it the Department of the Interior when
they are in charge of everything outdoors?
5. Why do scientists call it research when looking for something new?
6. When I erase a word with a pencil, where does it go?
7. Why is it when a door is open it's "ajar", but when a jar
is open it's not "adoor"?
8. Tell a man that there are 400 billion stars and he'll
believe you. Tell him a bench has wet paint and he has to
touch it
9. How come Superman could stop bullets with his chest
but always ducked when someone threw a gun at him?
10. Why does Sea World have a seafood restaurant?
Cokunnfat's Note: If you have any "Deep Thoughts" of
your own, please e-mail them to kmrock@loiigwood.Iwc.edu

Movie Review:
A Civil Action
ROBYN FULLER
StaffWriter
In the midst of the teenybopper, high school. Varsity Bluesesque films currently in theaters,
A Civil Action was a refreshing
real world change.
Imagine a PBS documentary
crossed with a really good episode of Law and Order, starring John Travolta and Robert
Duvall and you get this film.
Based on a true story, A Civil
Action is about an environmental trauma that actually took
place in Woburn, Massachusetts
in the late 1970s.
Residents of this small town
had long been suspicious of the
bad taste and smell of their water. Upon investigation it was
discovered that water supplies
were polluted with toxins that resulted from a local tannery,
owned and operated by the large
corporations Beatrice Poods, Inc.
and W.R. Grace and Company.
Coincidentally, eight children had been diagnosed with
leukemia around the same time,
causing area residents to draw

their own conclusions on the
cause of the
disease.
When one
mother (Kathleen Quinlan) of a
deceased child contacted personal-injury lawyer Jon
Schlichtmann (Travolta), the
stakes were raised.
Through the course of the
film, we see a7<rry Maguire-like
transition in Travolta's character
as he realizes that this case is not
just about a large financial settlement. A twist in the ending
leaves the viewer feeling surprised yet satisfied when the approximately two-hour flick ends.
Produced by acclaimed actor
Robert Redford, A Civil Action
provides real entertainment without the peppy acting, hit
soundtracks, and sugar coating
of most current new releases. If
yoii are looking for a movie that
is packed with factual, historical,
true-to-life info or for a film that
will definitely make you think,
A Civil Action is for you.

FEATURES
Movie Review:

n(Pi)

SOLOMON SINCLAIR
Guest Writer
fl(Pi) is an independent film
by first time writer/director
Darren Aronofsky. This film won
Best Picture at the Sundance
Film Festival in 1998. Eric
Watson, who also helped develop the screenplay, produced
the film. /7 (Pi) was in theaters
last year, and has been out on
video for a couple of months. If
you have not heard of this movie,
you are probably not alone; 77
(Pi) was not a box office hit. In
fact, it was made on a budget of
about sixty thousand dollars, in
stark contrast to last years blockbusters Armageddon and Deep
Impact. Aronofsky was able to
get the capital to produce this
film from family and friends.
Sean Gullette plays Max
Cohen, a brilliant mathematician
who is in search of a numerical
sequence that can unlock the secrets of the universe. Max believes that the essence and complexity of life can be seen in the
simplicity of the Slock Market.
The search for this numerical se-

quence slowly
drives Max
insane, and he
exhibits signs
of delusional paranoia. Max is
pursued by a Wall Street firm
driven to take over the Stock
Market, and a sect of Hasidic
Jews that believe that the numerical sequence can unlock the
secrets of the Torah and reveal
the true name of God.
77 (Pi) is a sci-fi thriller that
is incredibly suspenseful. It
couples 77if Twilight Zone with
Alfred Hitchcock's Vertigo. The
movie is shot in black and white
and shows deep contrasts of light
and dark; this makes the cinematography more like a work of art.
Sean Gullette delivered a marvelous performance. Aronofsky 's directing may have been
the most amazing aspect of this
film. He was able to create an
intense film on a budget equal to
the price of a new luxury sports
utility vehicle. 77 (Pi) is simply
a great movie and it is for this
reason that it scores an almost
unfathomable S seats out of S.

From the Rafters
ED BELL
Director of Housing
Helloooooo Long wood. Kudos go out to Susan Monahan of
the Commuter Affairs Office for
organizing a very successful
First Annual Renter's Fair. Over
100 students participated and
gathered information concerning
rentals available off campus.
Looks like a winner of an annual
program that can only get better.
Speaking of off-campus, 181
students applied to move off for
the 1999-2000 academic yeas.
For the first time Juniors had the
opportunity to apply for the Junior Option and 78 students took
us up on the offer. Students applying for the Exceptions to the
Residency Requirement totalled
another 107 for a grand total of
181 students asking to be released to live off-campus.
The good news is that most,
if not all. of these folks will be
released to live off next year.
NOTE: Do not sign a lease until
you have your personal letter of
release in hand. The other news
is that we really need to release

a few more juniors and seniors
to make room for the incoming
and continuing classes.
Uuuummm, 181. That seems
like a low number of students
interested in moving off. Last
year we had 179 students apply
without having the Junior option.
At a minimum, there were 1107
students eligible to apply to be
released. That means only 16%
of the students eligible applied
to move off. What's up with
that? I want to hear from you!
What are you thinking? What
needs to happen for there to be
more interest in moving off?
How can we help answer your
needs? What are the key issues
you feel need to be addressed in
the Farmville area to make living off-campus more desirable?
On another note. Spring Break
is coming up. What a great
American college student
tradition! But, it's a scary world
out there. Be safe as you travel.
We hope to see you in one healthy
piece when you get back.
No change in the racquetball
challenge: Ed 25; Challengers 0.
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Cheap Eate
at_
The HitcKIn
Post

LOREN HATCHER
Assistant Copy Editor
I'll admit, I've heard some
rather disturbing rumors about
The Hitch-In Post. But when my
suitemates and I ventured there
last Wednesday night, I was thoroughly pleased with the food,
service, and atmosphere.
We were immediately seated
and given menus, and our drink
orders were also taken. As I
scanned the menu, I was pleased
to see a variety of appetizers and
entrees, including my roommate's favorite-onion rings.
There was also a seafood
menu and a light menu. I ordered
a philly steak and cheese sandwich, with lettuce, tomato, and
mayonnaise. This is also when
the waitress brought our drinks.
The drink glasses had to be forty
ounces and they were filled to the
brim.
Our appetizer arrived about
ten minutes after we ordered.
There was a heaping amount of
onion rings in a basket, which
were served hot and soft.
The rest of our meal arrived
about fifteen minutes later.
French fries came with my sandwich and they were seasoned differently from any others I have
ever tasted. They were warm and
soft and had a tangy-spicy taste.
* The sandwich was good,
though I would have preferred
less grease (I don't know what I
expected, I ordered a philly). My
drink was promptly refilled even
though I had only finished half
of the glass.
Overall I had a very enjoyable meal. The atmosphere was
very "down home." The only
negative thing was that the waitress was slow to bring the check,
but it was busy, and as a summertime waitress, I could sympathize.
So if you are in the need for
some good food in a relaxed environment, try The Hitch-In
Post!

Cije &otunba
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FEATURES
You Oughta Know: Alanis Rocked the Landmark
IOHN THRASHER
Guest Writer
Two friends and I recently
made the trip to the newly renovated Landmark Theatre in Richmond to see Alanis Morissette
and special guest Liz Phair. We
remembered our tickets and subsequently weren't late, so the
night started out better than my
other recent concert experiences.
Morissette is touring to promote her much anticipated
sophomore album Supposed
Former Infatuation Junkie, the
follow up to her 25 million selling debut album Jagged Little
Pill.
Phair burst back onto the
music scene with her new album
Whitechocolatespaceegg and a
headlining spot on the successful Lilith Fair tour.
Phair, who took the music
scene by storm with her hard hitting album Exile in Guyville, is
credited with paving the way for

current female rockers like and did an excellent job of mix- and added in some of her lesser
Morissette. She has a strong and ing both old and new material known but equally a» good
songs."
honest voice
Morissette
that compliperformed
ments her abilher hits You
ity
as
a
Learn, Hand
songwriter,
In My Pocket,
making her one
and
You
of today's preOughta
miere musiKnow; some
cians.
less popular
She
perballads like
formed her hit
Perfect and
song Supernova
Are You Still
and her current
Mad;
and
single Polyester
some new
Bride, but it was
cutting edge
when she sang
songs like
about brash
Joining You
sexuality in
Longwood students tnjoy m Alanis Morissette concert. Photo by Loren Hatcher.
and Can't Not
songs
like
before closJohnny Feeling with her Grammy nominated
good and Flower that she really throughout the night.
Sophomore Ashley Toney single Uninvited from the City of
brought down the house.
said.
"Alanis put on a better Angels soundtrack
Morissette opened her twoIn response (o the roars from
hour performance with the rock- show than I expected because
ing Baba from her new album she played everyone's favorites the crowd she came back out for

Wygal Presents
Chamber Music
Concert
AISHA HENDERSON
Assl. Opinion Editor
The Chamber Music Series
presented the Niethamer-Walter
Duo in concert in Wygal auditorium. Clarinetist, David
Niethamer and
pianist, John
Walter, gave a
sterling performance that the
audience
seemed to thoroughly enjoy.
Mr.Niethamer's and Mr. Walter's program was a mixture of late 19th
century and 20th century composers, such as Camille SaintSaens and David Baker. Mr.
Niethamer gave a brief introduction to the composer before performing each segment
Neither Mr. Niethamer nor
Mr. Walter are new at this. David

Niethamer teaches clarinet at the
University of Richmond and was
appointed to the position of Principal Clarinetist in the Richmond
Symphony.
John Walter currently teaches
mathematics
at the Governor's School
for Government and International
Studies in
Richmond,
but is a regular guest artist with the Richmond Symphony. Their professionalism was apparent in their
performance.
If you like clarinet and piano
duos, then you would enjoy the
Niethamer-Walter Duo. The
music was well-played and entertaining. I recommend seeing
them if ever you have the chance.

k&

BITTER
Continued p. 6
Dear Dr. Bitter,
Should 1 tell my roommate
that I know his girlfriend is being unfaithful?
"Loose Lips" (the ship
sinker)

If she still doesn't tell him
(and I don't mean wait until the
end of the semester) then tell him
yourself.
Don't think of yourself as "a
ship sinker", you didn't create the
situation. You simply want to
help out a friend.

Dear Dr. Bitter,
Dear Loose Lips,
Unless you are very certain
she has been unfaithful you may
do more harm than good by
opening your mouth. You need
to take into consideration how
long your roommate has been
with her, and exactly what constitutes "unfaithful" in their relationship. Your roommate may
I have recently discovered
think you are being nosy or
"bad-mouthing" his girlfriend. that I am in love with my
However, if you feel certain boyfriend's roommate. He has
your roommate would want to everything my boyfriend is lackknow, than he deserves to hear ing. He's funny, sweet, sensitive,
the truth. If you have any kind and just plain wonderful He has
of a relationship with his girl- even done things for me that a
friend, try talking to her. Tell boyfriend should do. He has
her in no uncertain terms what brought me dinner and even
you know. Let her know that painted my toe nails I am reyou plan to tell your roommate ally starting to fall for him. What
but would rather it come from should I do about my boyfriend?
"In Love W/Two"
her. Give her some time to tell
him herself.

two encores and performed
Ironic, Thank U, and her current
single Unsent.
Morissette was an excellent
entertainer, dancing and whirling
across the stage and talking to
the crowd throughout the concert.
The stage and lighting added
greatly to the atmosphere during
her set.
Toney added, "The stage during Alanis' performance was incredible, it wasn't simply your
typical oriental rugs, but a highly
intricate painted floor design."
Morissette and Phair are both
women who first drew attention
to themselves by singing frankly
about relationships, sex, and getting back at old boyfriends. Each
then spent several years getting
in touch with their inner feelings and returned with CDs that
showed they had matured as artists. These are two ladies who
really know how to rock.
DearW/Two,
I think you need to examine your idea of love. Infatuation is a better word to describe
it. You make your boyfriend
out to be a loser because his
roommate is charming.
Don't overlook the fact that
he is crossing the boundaries of
what is appropriate to do for
another man's girlfriend (painting your toe nails?? havent you
seen Pulp Fiction?).
If he was so "wonderful" he
would have more respect for
your relationship with his
roommate! Besides, it is much
easier for him to look perfect
when he doesn't have any obligations to you.
You aren't giving yd* boyfriend enough credit. I might
not be so "funny, sweet and sensitive" if my girlfriend was
throwing herself at my roommate! You need to thank about
what you're doing. The fact that
you think you are falling for
lo—ionci else is a good sign you
don't need to be in a relationship You should do your boyfriend a favor and leave
BOTH alone.

FEATURES
"Smash or Trash" CD Reviews Local Band Spotlight
[Joydrop: Metasexual **l/2
Tomato Love Apple
Aerodynamical ***
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EDEN MILLER
Staff Writer
There's nothing that is entirely striking about Joydrop's
Metasexual.
Yes, lead singer Tara Slone
has a beautiful voice, but angelic-voiced female singers are
pretty easy to come by these
days.
The mix of the traditional
bass-drum-guitar setup with
electronic elements have made
some critics compare them to
Garbage, but Joydrop lacks
Garbage's attitude and finesse.
They are a much simpler band
than that.
But Joydrop does have the
ability to create dark-edged rock
songs that may not be entirely
memorable but entertaining
nonetheless

The songs never rise above
being anything other than they
seem, which isn't necessarily
bad, but doesn't make a lasting
impression.
In its quiet moments,
Joydrop's Metasexual approaches beauty. Beautiful about
obsessive admiration, starts out
wistful and calm.
Unfortunately, Joydrop has
a tendency to want to do everything they possibly can in a song,
so on each chorus, they start in
with vocal distortion and clangy
guitars. It doesn't ruin the song,
but prevents it from being all that
it could have been. Fortunately,
the dreamy Strawberry Marigold
proves to be the most even and
thoughtful track on the album.
There is the appropriate restraint in allowing the lyrics

Hole: Celebrity Skin
MEUSSA GILL
Editor-in-Chief
Courtney Love and company
brc back with their latest
ilbumCelebrity Skin.
There were many changes
buring this album. Patty
Schemel, the drummer for eight
fears suddenly left. The producer at first was the Smashing
Pumpkin's singer, Billy Corgan.
3ui he later left after having the
jsual conflicts with Love.
Hole seems to have a completely different sound from
heir last album Live Through
This. The sound has a more
x>ppy cotton candy sound. Love
las polished the rough edges off
of her voice.
The album is a lot softer, but
ktill rocks pretty hard. It can be
jest described as sprung, highmpact music.
In the opener, Celebrity
lS*i'n,Love declares herself a

about lovers parting ways to
speak for themselves.
-However, what Joydrop
does best is rock. The blend of
heavy guitar work, loud drums
and capable vocals on songs
suchas Spiders create a slightly
creepy atmosphere that is just
enough to be interesting.
Joydrop's greatest strength as
a band lies in their ability to craft
emotional music that still remains completely enjoyable.
Still, all in all, Joydrop
doesn't say much as a band.
Their music is pleasant and fun
in the way that it doesn't need to
be considered. It's just sort of
there. Metasexual is the sort of
CD that serves as fantastic background music, but really isn't
good for much else.

***

"Walking study in demonology."
This set the tone of the album. It
seems that Love is releasing
some more of her own personal

I am not the biggest Hole fan,
but this is definitely an album
worth buying. After I bought it,
I had the songs swimming in my
head for a week.

RATING
SCALE;

Snake Forcefield
/ Hope I Didn 't Disturb
You ****

MEUSSA GILL
Editor-in-Chief
Snake Forcefield's album /
Hope I Didn't Disturb You defi»•»
Good CD. You need to own nitely lives up to its name...there
is nothing disthis at some point
turbing about
any of its 14
Snake fot;
**
tracks.
Okay. You should be a muAs I was
sic fan to go buy this.
listening, I
was lulled into
a nice state of
Waste of a CD. Don't bother peace by the
with it
songs. The
music is soft
in some places
and harder in
others.
Commercials on the Airwaves is one of my favorites The
vocals on this song are very
beautiful, I think that is what
caught me on the song. Lifeguard, with it's echoing guitar
riffs seemed to put me right in
the ocean floating on the warm
water (wishful thinking in this
weather). Misfit and Orange
Counterfeit Sky Watchman were
Great CD. A must have; you
must go buy this now!

demons. It is a track full of energy that seems to explode the
malaise that has surrounded
Love since Kurt Cobain's death.
Another example of this is in
my favorite song, Malibu. This
is a very catchy, soft song that
isn't afraid of rocking out. In this
Love declares "Down by the sea
is where you drown your scars."*

The thing about TLA is that
JENBALLARD
either you like them or you don't.
Business/Ad Manager
Aerodynamical is the first CD There is no, well they are ok,
for Tomato Love Apple, a local but...
The group has a true love for
band. Part of the band comes
music
that you can sense as you
from Long wood while the other
listen
to
it They put their all into
part is from Lynchburg. I have
the songs each
seen
this
and
every time
group live on
they play. I
many
oc9erot(uHurnkal
recommend
casions and
that you get
the music is so
the CD and if
alive and full
you aren't
of energy. The
interested in
band had a
buying it, at
demo tape,
least borrow it
TheSubtracfrom someone
tion Faction
else. If you
and it is still
in existence, somewhere. The would like a copy call x3977 and
music is good. Each song has it's ask for Melissa. You can check
the
website
at
own feeling and idea. I can listen out
www.angelfire.com/biz/tomato
to the CD all the way through
love apple.
and not get bored of it.

Is Ihero o OD you wont le
/•• reviewed?

Bring it by the office or email us the title.

two very catchy songs that
stayed with me most of the day.
They were two that you could
easily hum (or sing) along to.
Vocals play a large part on
this album.
There are
many different
vocal
parts in each
song. The
best part is
that
they
sound
so
great
together. The
music behind
the voice also
does its part. When you combine
the two together, you get about
40 minutes of great music!
If you want to get a copy of
this CD, you can go to a live
Snake Forcefield show (I see
Snake Forcefield in Lynchburg
a lot) or you can go to the Outside
Records
site
at
www.angelfire.com/biz/
outsiderecords/index html
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SPORTS
Lancers Lady Lancers Suffer Men's Basketball
Win Two Tough Loss
Falls in Over Time
Press Release
Longwood (5-0) look a college softball victory doubleheader past the College of West
Virginia (0-2) Saturday, February 20. The Lady Lancers were
led in the opener by Senior Libby
Gough, Amelia County HS who
was 2-3 with a double, two runs,
and three RBI, while Stacey
Rose. Thomas Jefferson HS (30) pitched a one-hitler with four
strikeouts to earn the mound
win.
Freshman Jodi WolffCoussoulos. Fauquier HS was
2-2 with a double and two runs
to spark the Lancers, while
Sophomore Denise Wack, Great
Bridge HS (2-0) scattered seven
hits with three strikeouts for the
pitching win.
Longwood will play again
February 27. Saturday, hosting
Blooms-burg (PA) in a 1 p.m.
doubleheader at Lancer Field.

JAMIE TURNER
Chief Copy Editor
Longwood hosted CVAC
opponent Belmont Abbey (NC)
Saturday in Lancer Hall for the
final game in the regular season.
The Lady Lancers struggled
hard in the first half and could
not catch up to the Crusaders as
they took over. The Crusaders,
CVAC regular-season champions, led 48-33 at halftime and
never looked back for the win.
The final score was 88-72.
Longwood was led by junior Kali Brown/Powhatan HS
with 14 points, five assists, and
five steals, while senior Mary
Barron/Paul VI HS, sophomore
Demietre Prince/William
Campbell HS. and freshman Jill
MaholU/Lake Braddock HS
each contributed 12 points.
Barron also grabbed a gamehigh 11 rebounds.
Senior Mary Barron was
recognized before the start of the

game for her contributions to the
Longwood Women's Basketball
program for four years. Mary
has led Longwood this season in
rebounding with a 9.3 rpg, and
anll.4ppg.
Longwood the number
three seed in the CVAC, tournament hosted the number six seed
Lees-McRae on Wednesday,
February 18, with the final score
of 74-77.
The Lancers hung with the
Cats up until the final buzzer.
Though the point margin never
got below ten until the fourth
quarter, Longwood exhibited an
excellent effort
Longwood Athletic Trainer
Amy Price stated, "Sometimes
Lees-McRae would be ahead by
ten points or more. Our girls
hung tight and narrowed the gap
to about three or four points."
The crowd was assisted by
almost the entire sorority population which added spirit and
intensity.

LC was led by junior Jon
Hughes/Bloomingdale (FL) HS
with game-highs of 30 poins and
Longwood hosted Belmont 12 rebounds, while sophomore
Abbey (NC) on Saturday Febru- Jay Louden/Brulon HS added 19
ary 20th to end the regular sea- points and seven boards.
son in Lancer Hall.
Before the final
The Lancers took an
game
surfed
early lead and kept it <
Longwood recognized
until the final 2:44. '•^•g
senior Chris Williams/
The Crusaders rallied
Bwood (TND) El wood
from a 10-point defiCommunity HS for his
cit to tie the game at
four years of contribu65-65 through regulations to the Longwood
tion play, then
Basketball program.
outscored the Lancers
Chris was out most of
23-16 in the extra pethe season due to a
riod for the win. Longwood broken wrist Chris finished the
started off strong and played season with n rpg. in reboundvery aggresi vely and rough with ing and 24 ppg.
the Crusaders after their coach
Longwood has the eighth
was ejected from the game after seed going into the tournament
halftime. Without a coach, and played the number one seed
Longwood gained some momen- Queens (NC) on Wednesday.
tum but not enough to last The winner of this game moves
throughout the second half. The on to the next contest and the
final score of Saturday's brutal next level in the tournament
contest was 88-81.
JAMIE TURNER
Chief Copy Editor

Riley Likely to Lead Team to CVAC Title Averett
Defeated
Press Release

Kathy Riley is in her second
year as head coach of the
Longwood College Softball program.
Riley previously coached at
fellow Carolinas-Virginia Athletic Conference (CVAC) memfcer Mount Olive (NC) from
1993-97, gaining conference
'Coach of the Year' accolades in
1997 and 1995. She led Mount
Ohve to a 31-23 record in '97.
tying Tor the CVAC regular season tide. The Lancers were 2218 overall a year ago, finishing
10-81 n the CVAC for third-place
during both the regular-season
and the CVAC Tournament.
Riley was 85-79 during four
seasons at Mount Olive, gaining
57 victories during the past two
campaigns. She also coached
volleyball at the North Carolina
ached and garnered conference

'Coach of the Year' honors in
that sport in 1994. Prior to her
time at Mount Olive, Riley
coached basketball and softball
at Ooldsboro (NC) High School
for a year following eight
years of working with the
Houston
(Texas) Flames
AAU women's
basketball
team which
won two National AAU Championships.
Success is nothing new to
Riley, a native of Dayton, Ohio.
In addition to her coaching
accommplishrnents mentioned
earlier, Riley has enjoyed quite
a remarkable individual athletic
past. She was the 1981
Broderick Cup National Softball
Player of the Year'at East Carolina, leading ECU to a number

one national ranking while garnering first-team 'All-America'
honors.
Riley later played on the gold
medal-winning team at the 1990
Olympic Sports
Festival. She
has also played
on five national
champion softball teams during the summer
months, gaining
'All-America'
status seven
times.
In basketball, she was a
Street St Smith magazine preseason 'AII-American' and
North Carolina 'Athlete of the
Year' in '81. ECU was a top
twenty team that year, advancing to the NCAA
Tournament. Riley, who
scored over 1,800 career points
while at ECU and Middle Ten-

nessee Stale, earned tryouts for
the 1980 United States Olympic
Women's Basketball Team and
the 1978 Pan American Games
team. She was a finalist for the
Olympic team in '80, and later
played professionally with the
Houston Shamrocks of the
Women's American Basketball
Association during 1983-84.
Riley earned her B.S. in
physical education from East
Carolina in 1981 after transferring from Middle Tennessee in
1979. She then received her ME
in physical education: psychology/sociology from North Texas
Stale in 1982. Riley is currently
a member of the National
Fastpitch Coaches Association
(NFCA). Riley is hoping to lead
her team to a CVAC title. This
team is already headed in the
right direction with a victory this
past weekend. They are looking
forward to their game Saturday.

Press Release
Longwood Lancers(4-0)
took a 4-3 decision past visiting
Danville's Averett College Sunday at the Lancer Hall Tennis
Courts. The Lancers got wins
from junior James Pettinelli/
Robinson HS (6-0,6-0). Phillipe
Pilard (6-1. 6-0). and freshman
Dave Helfrich/Brookville HS
(6-0) had wins come from
Pettinelli and sophomore Igor
Bilalagic/Albert Einstein (Germany) (8-6) and Helfnch and
classmate
Danny
Baty/
Brookville HS (8-0).
Longwood will play again
Saturday. Feb. 20. at CVAC opponent Erslrine (SC) at 9 am.,
and then at conference opponent
Anderson (SC) at 2:30 p.m..
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Longwood Golf
Men's Golf

Women's Golf

March:

March:

8-9
13-14
20-21
26-28

8-9 at Rollins Invitational
11-12 at N. Illonois Invit
27-28 at William & Mary

at Barton Invitational
atTusculum Invit.
at Concord Invit.
at Camp Lejeune Invit

April:

April:
10-13 at Perm State Invitat.

5-6 at UNC-Pembroke Invit
11-13 ar CVAC Champions.

May:
3-5 at NCAA North Regional
18-21 at NCAA Champions.

May:
12-15 at NCAA Champions.

Go Team!

Longwood Tennis
Men's Tennis
February:
25 Barton

March:
5 atCoker(SC)
6-11 at Hilton Head Island
19 at Belmont Abbey (NQ
20 at Mt dive (NQ
20 at Pfeiffer (NQ
23 Virginia State

Women's Tennis

Lacrosse

March:
3
5
13
14
18
20
24
27
28
31

vs. Gannon at Duke
Lynchburg
at Limestone (SQ
at Pfeiffer (NQ
Shenandoah
at Millersville (PA)
at Bridgewater (VA)
Shippensburg
Bioomsburg
Howard

April:
I
7
II
14
17

at Randolph-Macon
Villa Julie
at Marymount (VA)
at Guilford (NQ
Lancer Tournament

February:
25 Barton
27 Averett

March:

5 atCoker(SC)
6-11 at Hilton Head Island
12 at St Andrews (NQ
19 at Belmont Abbey (NQ
20 at Mt Olive (NQ
20 at Pfeiffer (NQ
27 Lees-McRae
23 Virginia State
28 Limestone
27 Lees-McRae
29 at Hampden-Sydney
28 Limestone
April:
April:
7 at Ferrum (VA)
7 at Ferrum (VA)
10 at Queens (NQ
10
15-17 CVAC Championship
«< Queens (NQ
v
Y
15-17 CVAC Championship
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Longwood Baseball
February:
27 at Coker (NQ
28 at Coker (NQ
March:
3 Saint Pauls
Hampden-Sydney
at Limestone (SQ
at Limestone (SQ
at Newberry (SQ
11 Alderson-Broaddus
12 at Lynchburg (VA)
13 Barton
14 Barton
17 at Ferrum (VA)
18 Virginia State
20 at Mount Olive (NQ

March:

21
23
24
26
27
30

at Mount Olive (NQ
at Virginia State (VA)
Ferrum
at Erskine (SQ
at Erskine (SQ
Lynchburg

April:
2 Pfeiffer
3 Pfeiffer
6 Saint ParuIs
10 Anderson
11 Anderson
14 at Randolph-Macon (VA
17 Belmont Abbey
18 Belmont Abbey
23-26 CVAC Championship

Longwood Lancer Softball
February:
27 Bioomsburg
28 Bioomsburg
28 Roanokc

March:
2 Mary Washington
4 at Liberty
6-13 at Rebel Springs Games
6 vs Mount OUve <NC)
vs Barry (Fla)
vsStonehill(MA)
vs American Inl. (MA)
vs Indianapolis (IN)
vs Ferris State (MI)

March:

March:

6-13 at Rebel Springs Games
10 vs Shippensburg (PA)
10 vs Wayne State (NE)
12 vs Bioomsburg (PA)
12 vs St. Cloud State(MI)
13 vs Kutztown (PA)
13 vs South Dakota
18 St Andrews
20 Erskine
21 at Belmont Abbey (NQ
22 at Queens (NQ
24 at Coker (SQ
26-27 at Sports Plus Invitat.

29 Pfeiffer
31 Mount Olive

April:
6 Barton
9 Limestone
10 at Lees-McRae (NQ
11 at Anderson (SQ
16-17 CVAC Championship

Save This Page of
The Rotunda so you can
support the Lancers at
Home games!

The Longwood rugby team defeated the University of Richmond this
past Saturday. The final score was 57-14. The men will compete again
on Saturday, February 27. They play against Blackwater at 1:00.
Lancers Fall to St.
Andrews, Record 3-3
Press Release
Longwood (3-3,0-3 CVAC)
lost a 6-5 CVAC baseball decision at Si. Andrews (NC) Sunday. February 21. The Lancers
rallied to lie (be game in the top
of the ninth inning only to have
the host Knights comeback and
capture the victory on their home
ground. Senior Mike Lewis,
Halifax County HS (1-1) took
the pitching loss in relief.
The men of the base ball team
also lost their Saturday game in
North Carolina. LC was led on
the day by sophomore Ryan

Costa, Buffalo Gap HS who hit
a two-run home run in the eighth
inning to tie the nightcap, and
senior Shawn Torian, Halifax
County HS who added a solo
homer in the fourth inning of the
second game. Senior Robey
Caldwell, Cave Spring HS (2-1)
took the pitching loss in the
opener, while classmate Brad
Simpson, Clover Hill HS (0-1)
had the loss in the nightcap.
Longwood will play again
February 27-28 in another threegame CVAC series at Coker
(SQ.

In 1920 The Rotunda was

created to report the
truth to its readers.
Nearly eighty years
later, the current
staff is still
committed to this goal.

ATTENTION!!!

•

LARSHIP
- 81

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOC.
ANNUAL SCHOLARSHIP AWARDED
BASED ON FINANCIAL NEED AND
EXCELLENT LEADERSHIP SKILLS
ALL APPLICATIONS DUE IN THE

SGA OFFICE BY:
♦ ALL STUDENTS ELIGIBLE.
* APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN
RESIDENCE HALLS AND THE
SG A OFFICE LOCATED IN THE:

MARCH 1ST,

1999

5:00PM
LANKFORD STUDENT
UNION LRC

SGA Meetings are every Tuesday at
3:30p.m. in the ABC Rooms

